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the stone age was a broad prehistoric period during which stone was widely used to make stone
tools with an edge a point or a percussion surface the period lasted for roughly 3 4 million years
and ended between 4 000 bc and 2 000 bc with the advent of metalworking stone age prehistoric
cultural stage or level of human development characterized by the creation and use of stone tools
the oldest known of which date to some 3 3 million years ago the stone age is usually divided into
three separate periods paleolithic mesolithic and neolithic the stone age began about 2 6 million
years ago when researchers found the earliest evidence of humans using stone tools and lasted
until about 3 300 b c when the bronze age began it the stone age begins with the first production
of stone implements and ends with the first use of bronze since the chronological limits of the
stone age are based on technological development rather than actual date ranges its length varies
in different areas of the world the stone age is conceived to consist of the palaeolithic or old
stone age the mesolithic or middle stone age the neolithic or new stone age the palaeolithic spans
the time from the first known stone tools dated to c 2 6 million years ago to the end of the last
ice age around 12 000 years ago paleolithic period ancient cultural stage or level of human
development characterized by the use of rudimentary chipped stone tools the popular paleo diet or
stone age diet is based on foods humans presumably would have consumed during the paleolithic
period see also stone age the stone age is the earliest period and it lasted from about 2 6
million years ago until 3 000 bc the name comes from the fact that during this time people used
stone to make their tools and weapons the stone age is the longest period of human history lasting
from 2 6 million years ago to about 5 000 years ago it is also the period of human history that is
the least well known relative to later time periods explore the timline of stone age from the dawn
of our species to the present day stone made artefacts are the dominant form of material remains
that have survived to today concerning human technology stone age first known period of
prehistoric human culture characterized by the use of stone tools the term is little used by
specialists today see paleolithic period mesolithic period neolithic period stone tool industry
see also bronze age iron age the stone age a prehistoric period spanning millions of years is a
critical chapter in human history characterized by the use of stone tools and the gradual
development of human societies this era is traditionally divided into three main phases
paleolithic mesolithic the stone age began around 2 6 million years ago when researchers
discovered the earliest evidence of humans using stone tools it lasted until around 3 300 bc when
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the bronze age began normally the stone age is broken down into three periods the paleolithic
mesolithic and neolithic the stone age a time shrouded in the mists of antiquity serves as the
distant anchor to our shared human heritage stretching back millions of years this prehistoric
epoch witnessed the remarkable ascent of homo sapiens from primitive toolmakers to architects of
civilizations a stone that has been sharpened to be used as a hand tool the stone age was a
prehistoric time when people made tools from stone such as flint it began when people created the
first stone tools about 3 3 million years ago about 99 of human history happened during the stone
age stone age is a reference to the chronology of material technology of a given time the stone
age comes before the bronze age for example paleolithic is the oldest of three stone age periods
paleolithic mesolithic and neolithic during the mesolithic period about 10 000 b c to 8 000 b c
humans used small stone tools now also polished and sometimes crafted with points and attached to
antlers bone or wood to serve during the stone age humans shifted from the nomadic lifestyle to
the more settled life of farmers a documentary on an important period of human history learn more
about the history of humans during the stone age also known as the paleolithic mesolithic and
neolithic periods it extends from the earliest known use of stone tools by hominins c 3 3 million
years ago to the end of the pleistocene c 11 650 cal bp 2 the paleolithic age in europe preceded
the mesolithic age although the date of the transition varies geographically by several thousand
years the meaning of stone age is the first known period of prehistoric human culture
characterized by the use of stone tools how to use stone age in a sentence
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the stone age was a broad prehistoric period during which stone was widely used to make stone
tools with an edge a point or a percussion surface the period lasted for roughly 3 4 million years
and ended between 4 000 bc and 2 000 bc with the advent of metalworking
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stone age prehistoric cultural stage or level of human development characterized by the creation
and use of stone tools the oldest known of which date to some 3 3 million years ago the stone age
is usually divided into three separate periods paleolithic mesolithic and neolithic

stone age definition tools periods history Mar 26 2024

the stone age began about 2 6 million years ago when researchers found the earliest evidence of
humans using stone tools and lasted until about 3 300 b c when the bronze age began it

stone age world history encyclopedia Feb 25 2024

the stone age begins with the first production of stone implements and ends with the first use of
bronze since the chronological limits of the stone age are based on technological development
rather than actual date ranges its length varies in different areas of the world

stone age tools world history encyclopedia Jan 24 2024

the stone age is conceived to consist of the palaeolithic or old stone age the mesolithic or
middle stone age the neolithic or new stone age the palaeolithic spans the time from the first
known stone tools dated to c 2 6 million years ago to the end of the last ice age around 12 000
years ago
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paleolithic period ancient cultural stage or level of human development characterized by the use
of rudimentary chipped stone tools the popular paleo diet or stone age diet is based on foods
humans presumably would have consumed during the paleolithic period see also stone age
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the stone age is the earliest period and it lasted from about 2 6 million years ago until 3 000 bc
the name comes from the fact that during this time people used stone to make their tools and
weapons

the stone age the first 99 percent of human history Oct 21 2023

the stone age is the longest period of human history lasting from 2 6 million years ago to about 5
000 years ago it is also the period of human history that is the least well known relative to
later time periods

stone age timeline world history encyclopedia Sep 20 2023

explore the timline of stone age from the dawn of our species to the present day stone made
artefacts are the dominant form of material remains that have survived to today concerning human
technology

characteristics of the stone age britannica Aug 19 2023

stone age first known period of prehistoric human culture characterized by the use of stone tools
the term is little used by specialists today see paleolithic period mesolithic period neolithic
period stone tool industry see also bronze age iron age

the stone age timeline have fun with history Jul 18 2023

the stone age a prehistoric period spanning millions of years is a critical chapter in human
history characterized by the use of stone tools and the gradual development of human societies
this era is traditionally divided into three main phases paleolithic mesolithic

the stone age what tools and weapons did they use Jun 17 2023

the stone age began around 2 6 million years ago when researchers discovered the earliest evidence



of humans using stone tools it lasted until around 3 300 bc when the bronze age began normally the
stone age is broken down into three periods the paleolithic mesolithic and neolithic
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the stone age a time shrouded in the mists of antiquity serves as the distant anchor to our shared
human heritage stretching back millions of years this prehistoric epoch witnessed the remarkable
ascent of homo sapiens from primitive toolmakers to architects of civilizations

stone age simple english wikipedia the free encyclopedia Apr 15
2023

a stone that has been sharpened to be used as a hand tool the stone age was a prehistoric time
when people made tools from stone such as flint it began when people created the first stone tools
about 3 3 million years ago about 99 of human history happened during the stone age

art of the stone age introduction to art history i Mar 14 2023

stone age is a reference to the chronology of material technology of a given time the stone age
comes before the bronze age for example paleolithic is the oldest of three stone age periods
paleolithic mesolithic and neolithic

the prehistoric ages how humans lived before written records Feb
13 2023

during the mesolithic period about 10 000 b c to 8 000 b c humans used small stone tools now also
polished and sometimes crafted with points and attached to antlers bone or wood to serve

secrets of the stone age 1 2 dw documentary youtube Jan 12 2023

during the stone age humans shifted from the nomadic lifestyle to the more settled life of farmers
a documentary on an important period of human history
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learn more about the history of humans during the stone age also known as the paleolithic
mesolithic and neolithic periods

paleolithic wikipedia Nov 10 2022

it extends from the earliest known use of stone tools by hominins c 3 3 million years ago to the
end of the pleistocene c 11 650 cal bp 2 the paleolithic age in europe preceded the mesolithic age
although the date of the transition varies geographically by several thousand years

stone age definition meaning merriam webster Oct 09 2022

the meaning of stone age is the first known period of prehistoric human culture characterized by
the use of stone tools how to use stone age in a sentence
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